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The report deecribes a fixed base simulator study of direct lift oontrcl 
as applied to the VC 10 aircraft. The practical limitationa imposed by 
factors such 8s the amall spoiler authority to control lift, the power 
oontrol dynamica, and the 0.6. range over which the Byatem must operate 
Bra included. A degee cf improvermnt in lon&tudinal handling can be 
obtained from DX, but it seems from this work that the most promising 
arrangement lies in a combination of DLC and a 'manoeuvre booet' input tc 
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INTHODWl'ION 

In the past few yeare, several research wrkers hate predicted that as 

airoraft size inoreasea, a point will be reaohed where ocnrenticnel q ethcd. 

of longitudinal control are no longer eatiefactcrJ. Diffieilties will cc~ur, 

it is said, both because the pitch reeponss aeecciated with the large pitch 

inertia is sluggieb, and aleo because the period of the short period 

oecillation ie long. In ccneequence, conelderabla laga will occur in 

chenging the flight path of large aircraft, if tbie ie achieved in the umaal 

wan by mean8 of pitch attitude changes. To add to the difficultiee, elevator 

down-lift effects could also be significant for large aircraft with a 

relatively abort tail-arm. 

Fortunately, the theoretical understanding of &ability and control problems 

of aimraft ia well advanced, end prcpoeale to alleviate these ebcrtccmings 

have been made. Of particular intereet ie the “ee of a fundamenttij CC" fcm 

of longitudinal control, in which lift is commanded directly by the pilot's 

stick, without changing the attitude of the aircraft. Wsyetem, direot lift 

m (DLC), and the underlying thecry, itl well described in reference 1. 

The report is mainly ccnoemed with the basic principle,e of hew best tc employ 

DIE - to define the optimum point of action of the lift force, tc predict its 

influence on speed stability, and to 888888 the influeaoe of Du: on stalling 

behaviour. In the report. the conospt of contrcl lift moment am, K,, is 

intmduced, and it ie ehown that a powerful relationebip eldete between Kq 

and manoeuvre margin F$,, in the deelgn of an cptlmua DlC eyCtem. In fact the 

theoretical optimrrm pofnt at which the lift should act is euch that Kq I) -8,. 

The aimraft designer cannot eaeily provide direct lift. The two most 

pmmising methods are either the CCC Of faet acting flapa, or the IWO of 
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partially extended spoilers. Neither of these devices Is likely to produce 

lift at the optirmna point ae defined above. It is elec clear that the 

optimum point of action of DLC is a function of c.g. position, end 80 

ideally, the point of action should be variable. Other practical difficulties 

which arise ccncerc the magnitude of the incremental lift force which either 

epallers or flap8 cat provide. end the aeecciated (aad unwanted) pitching 

mcmente. 

Because of these considerationa, any practical application of DIZ most 

supplement rather than replace the conventional pitoh control. Systems have been 

flown (reference 2) in which the pilot hae been given independent control of 

pitch and DLC. Other flight taste have covered the caee of gearing the DU 

to the elevator, thus leaving the control layout unchanged as far aa the pilot 

is concerned (reference 3). 

It is clear therefore, that the successful use of DI4 reeta on practical 

ccneiderations, such ae the c.g. range of the aircraft, the lift device8 

available, the authority of these devices, aerodynamic non-linearities, and 

00 on. It la dec necessary to detcrminwbether or not pilot opinion supports 

the hypcthesie that the longitudinal control of aircraft will be eubstentially 

improved if the leg between control application end change of flight path is 

removed. !&e provision of good handling quelitiea is a complex end elueive 

ta& - inany a plausible thecrJ hae foundered on the rocka of flight experience. 

The work described in thie report vae intended to answer eoae of these 

queetions. An attempt wee made to aimclate a practical DIE inetellaticn in a 

large aircraft. The characteristics of the eyeten, in terms of reeponee to a 

step control input, vere examined et different flight conditions end o.g. 

pcsitione. From these reepcnsee, the moat promising arrangements were 

evaluated by pilots in a fixed base simulator. 
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2. REPRESENTATION OF AIRCRAFT 

The choice of the Super VC10 aa a baeis for the inveatigaticn is justified for 

several real3cnB. It ie a large, modern transport aircraft. and the lateral 

control aystam incorpcratee spoilers. These could be modified to take 

eymmetrical DI1: inputa, should an in-flight reaearch programme be undertaken 

at a future date. All the data to describe thie aircraft are readily available: 

much of the aerodynamic description le baaed on flight meaauremente. Pilote 

familiar with this aircraft could be called on withln BAC. Finally, the VC 10 

confl.guratlcn Is reae.cnably representative of future,, larger aircraft. and BO 

the results may be applied to them with ecme confidence. 

The deacrlption of the VC IO aa used in the slmulatlon ie contained in 

appendix 1. The eimulation “aa valid over a range of + 60 knots relative to 

the datum apeed of 138.5 knota. The longitudinal aerodynamic8 were represented 

by Cm, C,,, and CD -ee, rather than by qua&-etatlc derivatives. l’be 

appropriate changes to these coefficients due to change in position of flaps, 

spoilers, and c.g. position were included, es were the effects of wing stall. 

Simple representation of power control actuator dynamics, in the form of firer 

order la@, wan made. 

The assumed forward a.& position of 16% z corresponded to a manceu~~e margin of 

+.41. and e etatic margin of +.X ii. The aft 0.g. of s col-reaponded to 

Ii, P +.23& l&I +.1G. The spoiler lift acted at a poeition 26 ahead of the 

neutral point (54s’). 
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SYSTEM LAYOUT 

The Introduction of DLC into en aircraft control system will modify the 

ncmwil acceleration reepcnee. It ie useful to ocmpare the ideeliaed normal 

acceleration reepcnae obtained from a direct lift control with that obtained 

from e convention.9l elevator control (fig. 1 a). If the DlC is applied at the 

aerodynamic centre, a normal acceleration response of the type 880x1 in fig. 1 b 

is obtained. Applying the DLC at e diatence ahead of the aemdynemic centre 

equal to the q anceuvre margin, the reapcnee of figure 1 c reeulte. A eimiler 

normal acceleration response ten be obtained, if instead of applylng the DIE 

at this optimum point, the DIG end elevator ere geared together. (This, in practice, 

ie e preferred ~rangement, because the position of the direct lift device i,, 110 

longer critical). With Du: applied at the aerodynamic centre. the pitch attitude 

of the aircraft will change in the conventional eenee, and pilota will adapt 

more eaeilg to thie 110" form of control. The gearing of DIG to elevator is e 

fMct.ion of DIE position end e.g. position. Tile selection of this gearing is 

preeented in Appendix 2. 

A further consideration arises from the limited control power which ie available 

from epcilere. In the caee of the VC 10, by setting the epoilere in the mid 

poeition (25'). a maximum incremental g of + 0.12 is available by fully 

opening or cloeing the qcilere. If the spoilers are geared to the elemtor, 

changes in speed or normal acceleration (for example, aa experienced in turning 
, 

flight) till rapidly erode thie control margin. The simplest ray to cverccme 

the difficulty Is to 'd.c. block' the contrcl Input, ec that steady control 

deflections result in e 'zerc' poeiticn of the lift pmducing device. The 

optimisation of any DIG eyetem muat take into account the effect of etch a 

device. A &iNlatCr etudy at RAE (reference 4) has indicated that the 'd.c. 

blocldng' time constant should lie between 2 and 5 seconds. For all the work 

reported here a value of 4 seconds rae used. The influence of d.c. blocking 
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0" the atep reeponae is eee" on figure 1 d. 

The next factor to consider 18 the response of the spoiler end elevator drive 

system. Any actuation lag or rate limit will influence the reeponee to a etep 

input. For the purposee of this study, the actuator dynamics were repreeented by 

a first order leg of 0.2 seconde time conetent. The effect of this leg may be 

**en typically on figure 1 e. Comparing figure 1 e with 1 c. it is clear that the 

design aim of DLC, to achieve immediate lift, end to sustain it at the came level, 

is compromieed by practical coneideratlone. 

One way out of this difficulty Is to apply transient elevator inputs which will 

'fill-i"' the troughs in the normal acceleration response of figure 1 e. The 

layout of such a system is see" on figure 2. The etick Input ie fed both to the 

epoilere and to the elevatora via d.c. blocked electrlcel pathe, in addition 

to the q eche"ioel atick to elevator gearing. The choice of the blocking time 

constant end gai" of the elevator 'boost' input determine how well the troughs 

are filled. For the work reported here, unity gain end a 1 second time constant 

were aeeumed. again based on earlier work et RAE (reference 5). 

This latter addition, in which elevator inputs are supplemented by a trensientiaed 

elevator elgnal. hee been ueed in the past to improve the longitudinal reeponrle 

of aircraft. i"dependeM of DIG. It Is often referred to 88 “manoeuvre boost” (m). 

A pitch rate feedback term Is eometimee added to the elevator eignal. 80 that both 

the &ability end response oen be adjusted. The combination of DLC end manoeuvre 

boost affords good opportunitise to tailor the longitudinal response to a desired 

etandard. Fig. 1 f shows a typical response with manoeuvre boost alone, end 

Figure 1 g shows a combination of DLC and manoeuvre boost. 

Finally, it muet be emphasieed that a manual control eyetem cannot be designed 

eolely 011 the beeis of normal acceleration response to a etep input. Equally 
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important is the reqome in pitch. For both physiologioal and psychclo&ml 

reamns, B control system which produces either excessive pitch transients, or 

negligible pitch Initial response will find pilot diefavour. The results to be 

presented therefore Include both pitch and normal acceleration response. To 

aummriae, the control systems which together formed the basin of the investi@tlCn 

"OTB: 

1 4s 
Spoiler angle ASa = 25O + 

L- 
c,. 8 

1 + 0.28 I+ 4s Bpilot 1 ?: 250 limit 

when, t, = 4.0 seconds 

and C& = -0.9 de$deS 

The value of the gearing c, is cal.culatedinAppenbix 2. 

2. Manoeuvre Boost (MB) 

I 
Elevator angle q = 

I l 0.2s C 'b i1ot + Sa , ,";. qpi1ot 1 

where t. = f.0 SeCCnds 

and t&, = 1.0 deddeg 
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RESPONSE To STEP CONTROL INPUTS 

A large number of reeponeee to step pitch control inputs were obtained for 

the basic aircraft, the aircraft with DLC. end the aircraft with DLC end MB. 

They covered the forward and aft c.g. positions, speeda of 120, 138.5, 160 

and 180 knote, end ell the flap positiona for which trimmed flight "(LB pcaeible 

(fig. 7). In character, they are ell very similar, end It Is only neceseary to 

reproduce In this report typical enamplee. Fig. 8 shows the response to * 

2' etep elevator control Input of the three control ccnflgureticne lieted above, 

for the 138.5 knots. '8 flap ceee. The responsea at the forward end the 

aft c.g. positions are presented. 

At the forward c.g. the DLC lmpmves the normal acceleration recpcnae quite 

markedly. The effect of elevator downlift le eliminated, 0.07~ is rapidly 

achieved, followed by a 'droop' in response after about 1.5 aeconda. The 

combination of DLC and MB completely cemcvee this droop. The pitch response 

is also of intereat. In all ceeee the pitch response is ti the conventional 

ease, but the Dl.C syetem gives appreciably less rate of pitch during the 

first four seconds then the other two ayeterns. 

For the eeme control input. the eteady normal acceleration is almcet doubled 

at the aft c.g. Because the gearing of spoiler to elevator ie unchanged. 

the influence of DLC is not 80 marked ee in the fcrrard c.g. case. The droop 

in normal acceleration is egain apparent, with DLC alone. The combination 

of MB and DLC gives a eubetentielly improved normal acceleration reepcnee 

over that of the basic aircraft. 

Figures 9 end 10 tell euhstantially the same story et a lower epwd, with 

fell flap. and at a higher speed with reduced flap angle. They confirm that 

over e reasonable range of approach speeds, in epite of the aeaociated changes in 
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short period dynamic8 and elevator angle per g, the fixed geared DLC + MB 

system provides the same degree of improvement in response as that obtained 

et the design datum condition. 

The remaining queatlon ie whether a mere careful choice of gearing might give 

a better ccmpmmiee between the respcneee at forward c.g. and aft c.g. 

positions. Perhaps by increasing the gearing, overgearing at the forward c.g. 

might be acceptable, in order to improve the aft e.g. CBCIO. That this ie not 

.ec, et least for the VC 10, can be seen on figure 11. The stick /spoiler 

gearing haa been doubled, which represents a value near ta the optimum 

et aft c.g. The forward c.g. normal acceleration responaea reflect this 

over-gearing, for both the DLC and DLC + MB caee~. Note also that the pitch 

rate ie initially negative for DLC alone caeel a characteristic which will 

appear to the pilot aa e nc~e dmp, or ‘nod’. Unfortunately, the aft c.g. 

ceees are aleo disappointing. Particularly worrying ie the droop In the nomal 

ecceleration response for both the DLC and DLC + MB casea. The initial 

negative pitch rate can be ~een on the DLC trace, as in the forward c.g. 

caee. It is likely that by dcubl’jng the ME gearing ae well aa the DIE gearing, 

better results could be obtained for the DLC + KE case. Ecuever, the 

combined adverse effects of droop and nod’ euggest that only minor increases 

in gain could be tolerated for the pure DIG system. 
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5. DETAILS OF SINULATION 

5.1 commting 

Large perturbation equations of motion were used to describe the 

longitudinal characteristics of the VC 101 anal1 perturbation 

equationa of motion were used for the lateral charaoterletica. The 

appropriate kinematic equations included the effects of speed end wind 

@hear. To solve these equationa, ~11 analogue computing capaoity of 

about 200 amplifiers, with various non-linear oou&natlng elements were 

needed. The mild turbulence wee pre-recorded, and played back into the 

equations of motion of the aircraft. 

The ILS wee eimulated on a amall digital computer. Tbie alloved 

preclee computation of the position of the aircraft relative to the 

glide elope to be dlade. It aleo allowed accurate computation of the 

angular errore in elevationwd azimuth, for rangea from touchdown between 

93,‘X’J feet end 500 feet. Since these elgnale form the basis of the 

pilot’8 teak, accurate computation ie neoeeeary. 

The digital computer was also ueed to record qnd to enelyse the pilot’s 

performance. 

5.2 c0Okdt 

A fixed base cockpit wee wed. Into which a two-handed control column 

wee fitted. Neither the instrument layout, nor the stick/rudder pedal 

geometry corresponded exactly to tboee of the VC 10. Bovever, the 

primary flight instruments were simulated - ASI, attitude horizon, 
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compass. V.S.I., altimeter. alip bell, end ILS meter. Also the force/ 

deflection characteristics of the stick end rudder pedals were closely 

matched by the q echenicel/bydraulic feel aystem. Tbe throttle and 

tailplane trim controls were on the left hand console in the simulator; 

additionally, a pitch trim button on the etick, could be used, if the 

pilot found the position of the tailplane trim inconvenient. (In the 

actual aircraft. pitch trim is achieved from a rate trim switch on 

the throttle coneole. Trim inputs do not change the stick position). 

Seleotora on the left hand coneole allowed the pilot the choice of flap 

position. DLC, end MB. Flap operating time vae the came es on the 

aircraft. Selection of MB caused the spoilers to move to the mid 

position, taking ten second& The correeponding changes in lift, drag 

end pitching moment were simulated. 

The vieuel display was given by a closed circuit TV/model system. The 

model. on a continuous belt, ie to a scale of 1,ooO:1. end covere en 

eree ofmmtryeide 6 miles by 2 miles, full scale. The maximum 

visibility is 2$ miles. The 625 line monochrome TV picture is 

collimated. The cloud-base wee eet at XXl feet throughout the 

experiment. The model includes a 6CW feet nuway, and approacbea 

down to touchdown are possible. 

5.4 Task - 

The pilot's prima-y task wee to fly an instrument approach wing raw 

ILS down to 100 feet. At 100 feet he transferred to the vieuel display, 

for the final approach, flare end touchdown. Mainwheel touchdovn wee 

indicated aurally to the pilot. Paremeters to meaalre performellce 
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both on the glideelope end at touchdown “ere recorded, at ranges less 

than 10,OCG feet (5IXJ feet height on the glide path). The original 

intention wee that the azimuth end elevation errore would be measured 

at four ‘gates’ at equal intervale down the glide-elope. However, the 

preliminary trials ehowed that the errors at a given gate, as well ed dep- 

ending on the form of control system, were dependent on chance factors, 

such ae the go& input at a given time, end that the error at the gate w(u) 

unlikely to be repreeentative of the error over e time interval 

around the gate. In coneequence, a large number of approaches with 

each pilot for each control system would have been neoeeeery to obtain 

a statistically eignifioent anewer to the question “which control eyetem 

@ves the beat performance”. The preferred method we to record the 

elevation and azimuth glide elope errore at 90 points on the glide elope, 

each 90 feet apart, between ranges of 10,000 and 2,COO from touchdown. 

From these errore, the mean error, mean modulus of error, and etendard 

deviation were computed. Errors at a gate 1000 feet from touchdown 

were also recorded. 

The approach wea started from en initial range of approximately 5 miles, 

with no track error, at a height of 1500 feet. Ample time we 

available for the pilot to select the control configuration, intemept 

the glideelope, end atabiliae on it before any ‘acoring’ began. 

Two quite arbitrary choices were made in selecting the ecoriag method. 

First, the elevation end animuth en’ore which were recorded “ere the 

The anuular errore on the glide elope - not the di&acement error& 

reasoning behind this choice is that the pilot ie trying to null angular 

errore, end 80 au analyeie based on such en-ore is a better mtieeu’e 

of hi.3 performance. Seccmdly, errors were only recorded during the 1-t 

45 seconda of the approach, from 5~33 feet down to 100 feet. The 
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juetification is two fold. Errors have a greater eignificance to the 

pilot during the last 500 feet. Also, the ILS indication of error is 

very ineensitive at long rangea, end virtually excludea the evaluation 

of eubtle control system changes. 

5.5 Recordinn and analsaie 

The parameters which were recorded in the digital computer are shown 

011 fiigure ,2 . From the 90 Slide-elope angular error signals were 

computed mean error, mean modulus of error, and standard deviation. 

The computation was made automatically after touchdown, and stored. 

At the end of a eet of rune, the results were printed out by the 

teletype. The results for one run of a typical eet are ale0 shown 

on figure 12. Unfortunately, a minor pro~eanning error caueed oecaaional 

print errors in the 'range at touchdown' data. These results have, 

therefore,beencnitted in the next section. Otherwise the method of 

recording and analysinS worked very well; to have accumulated and 

proceseed the same data by analogue methoda would have been very 

tedious. 

Analogue trace recorda were made however, of all piloted approaches. 

They proved to be moat ueeful in understanding a given set of digital 

results, particularly in conjunction with the pilota' commenta. 

After each approach, the pilot noted particular aapecte of the approach 

and flare, on a standard comment eheet. The particular comments aeked 

for were i) I.L.S. (easy, coneistently high, chasing, etc.) ii) flare 

eucce~e (aink rate at touchdown eetimate, touchdown point long/short, 

etc.) iii) general remarka. l'be pilot wae asked to record vhether good 
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(or bad) performance in a particular approach could be attributed to 

the form of control, to him own performance, or perbape to moms other 

factor, like a distraotion. 
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6. RESLlLTS 

The purpose of DLC ie to allow better performance to be achieved, both 

on the glide elope end during the lending flare. It Is Important. therefore, 

that attention ie given to the accurate measurement of performance in any 

study of thie type. The criterion on which thie measurement ehould be baaed 

le one question which ariaee - for exemple, ie mean modulus of error a better 

basis than standard deviation? A more difficult quo&ion is to decide how many 

approaches in a given configuration are neceeeary before one is reaeonably 

sure that the control ayetem and not the pilot is oausing the mea~uce of 

perfomaoce to change. If all the approachee were made by one pilot, a 

sufficient number of trials oould be made to give a high confidence level to 

the reeults. The doubt would then arise 88 to whether the results could be 

genereliaed to apply to all pilota. 

Another queetion, particularly relevant to almulator work, ie the background of 

simulator experience which ie neceeeery before valid enevers are obtained. Ia 

It even possible that too great a femiliarity with the simulator leada to a 

contml technique which is effective in the eimuletor, but lees effective 

in flight? And yet “e rely rery much on pilot comments. A syetem wbioh given 

good perfomance but adverse commente ie certainly not the optimum. The 

comments must be made in the knowledge of the eimulator limitations, and must 

try to project the simulator experience into real flight. 

The ten pilots taking part are all highly experienced, but had varying 

familiarly with the Warton eimulator (they were from BAC Warton, BAC Weybridge, 

and RAE Bedford). Each pilot wee allowed to fly eaah configuration until he 

felt that his performance wan reasonably consistent. before recorded 
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approaches were made. Also, to offaet learning effecte, the control ayeteas 

were evaluated in the reveree order by ecrne of the pilots. No noticeable 

differences due to this change “ere BBB”. 

It should aleo be obaervsd that the pilot knew the oonfiguration he was 

flYW3. The inreetigation YBB intended to look at a praotical inetallation 

of DLC. It wculd have been imposeible to disguiee the fact that the DLC 

eystem acting through the spoilera increeaea the drag, and requirea a more nase 

up attitude for trimmed flight at a given speed. In all probability, the 

convenience of pilot aelection of configuration (thus allowing rapid 

comparitrons ta be made) added more to the results than any ‘pilot 

pro-judgement factor oould subtract. 

Each pilot made three approachee for the three control aystams - basic 

aircraft, DIG, and DLC + MB, et the forward c.g. position. At the aft e.g. 

position. three approaches were made with four control agetsme - basic 

sircraft, DLC. )(B, and DIG + MB. The extra configuration VBB tried only at 

the aft c.g. because it ia at the aft c.g. that the greatest ecope for 

control syetem improvement lies. The resulta for all the pilota are eeen 

on table 1 to table 7. Listed on thaee teblee are the values of paremeters 

printed out by the digital computer. 

Tables1 to 7 “em ueed to produce histog+ams of the mean error, mean modulus 

of error, and standard deviation of a~or on the glide&ape, at the forward 

and aft o.g. poeitione. Tbeae histograms are presented on figures 13, 14, 15 

and 16 . A similar enalysia of the ‘mink rate at touchdown’ raaults 

produces the hietograme of fiwes 17 and 18 ,, for the forward and aft c.g. 
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OaeBBB. The sink-rate data were also used to produce figure6 19 and 20 , 

whioh show the probability of achieving a given rate of sink et touchdown. 
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7. DISCUSSION OF RE??JLTS 

7.1 5lide Slow Performance 

Three measures of performance on the glide elope ere available. Looking 

firat at mean error (figures 13 end 14 ) it is poaeible to eee a small 

improvement at the forward c.g ., with DLC, end with DLC + MB. The 

improvement ie more q erked at the aft c.g, although the differences between 

DLC, MB, end DLC + MB are not immediately obvious. It muat be remembered, 

however, that a pilot may prefer to fly an ILS one dot high end steady, rather 

then induce perturbationa around zero in which ceee mean error ia a poor 

yardstick. Mean modulus tella much the eeme story aa mean error (figures 13 

end 14 1, although the improvement in performance afforded by DLC end DLC 

+ MB at the forward c.g. ie much more marked. At the aft c.g., it eppeare that 

DLC alone gives the beet reeulte. 

The hietogreme of standard deviation (figwee 15end 16) show DLC + MB la 

the beet light, at forward e.g. At the aft o.g., there ie little to choose 

between DLC, MB, and DLC + MB - all are better then the basic aircraft. 

It ie likely that the performance benefit is reatrlcted by the method 

of displaying glide elope error (the ILS indicator), since pilot commente 

chow a clear end progreeaive improvement from basx aircraft to DIG end 

then to DLC + MS. 

7.2 Flare Performance 

The quality of the vieuel display, end other elusive factors. make the 

eimulation of flare end touchdown e matter of contention. In no ground 

baaed simulator can pilots perform the flare manoeuvre as well as they do 

in flight. With sufficient time on the simulator, techniques can be 

learned to achieve better performence, and it ie certainly true that not all 

the pllote taking part In this investigation had mastered these techniques. 
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7.3 

Nevertheless, the primary purpoee, to compare performance of different 

eyeteme, waa achieved, and the results as hietograms of sink rate at 

touchdown, exe seen on figures 17 and 18. For both the forward and 

aft c.g. carse.e, the Du: + MB ia clearly eaperior. This conclusion ie 

substantiated by the 'probability of exceeding a given sinkrate' cux've~1 

(figures 19 and 20). At the aft e.g., the DLC alone gives more 

improvement than MB alone. It ie comforting to eee also that the 

basic aircraft at forward c.g. is better than the basic aircraft at aft 

c.g. since this result ie in line with pilot's comments. A firther 

conclueion that emerges from figures 19 and XI is that the DLC + MB improves 

the aft c.g. case to at leaat the same standard aa the forward c.g. with 

DLC +MB. A system which eliminates performance differences due to c.g. 

position is very desirable. 

Pilot Connnents 

To reproduce all the pilot comment sheets would be unproiitable. 

Relevant coimnente on the various configurations have been selected, and 

are presented in appendix 3. It is not too much of an oversimplification 

to say that they all preferred the DLC + I.53 system. They were less 

unanimous aa to whether MB alone was preferable to DLC alone. Those pilots 

who praised DLC liked the improved control of vertical speed that it gave 

(on the WI); two pilots who criticised it said that the aircraft "as 

more sluggish in pitch. These comments simply reflect the fact that pilot 

opinion is baaed both on flight path and attitude control. DIG vi11 improve 

only the former, and MB will improve only the latter. The combination of 

DIG and MB helpe both theee aspects. 

Either DIG or MB gives some improvement to the basic aircraft handling - 

more noticeable at the aft o.g. than the forward o.g., as might be expected. 
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soma oriticlems were made of the simulation in general. The lateral 

control teak "a8 thouShtta be rather too difficult. The need to fly one 

handed when cutting power in the flare wee mentioned. The vleuel display 

was inadequate for the lauding task. Nevertheless, If the flare results 

are used with caution, the simulation was edequate for the purpoee of the 

investigation. 

7.4 General Remarke 

The results show that the moat complex ayetea, in which both the epoilers 

and elevator6 are driven by transient control signele,.givee the beet 

pe~fO~.¶IlCe. It should also be noted that if these eyeteme were applied 

to a larger aircraft then a VC 10, the succeeeful design of a pure DIG 

eystem becomes more difficult, because the short period mode gets longer, 

end droop in the normal acceleration response gets wwee. In contrast, the 

DLC + MR eyetem can be tuned to get a much more favourable response. On ' 

the debit side, the DIX + MB system requires aignele to the elevator aa 

well aa the spoiler which do not reflect back on stick position, 80 that 

the current transport aircraft autopilots ere unsuited to this need. It is 

also likely that a fixed gain system (i.e. independent of epeed or 

configuration) would be acceptable for low speed flight. 

If electrical signelllng to both a DLC device end to the elevator ia 

available, the obvious question is "could not the autopilot modes be 

improved?". As reference 6@nts out, the full benefit of DLC le more 

likely to be realised through the autopilot then through the pilot. Tbe 

reeeons ere twofold - first, display of information to the pilot does not 

then,constitute a performance limitation. 

Secondly,there Is more flexibility in choice of control loops which may 
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be closed. For example, an autopilot could happily function varying 

lift without pitch attitude changea, vhereaa considerable pilot adaption 

would be necessary to each a radical change of control. 

Finally, the need for flight validation i-a very apparent. The ground 

based simulator can only represent certain aepects of the overall eituatioa, 

and in come areaa, this representation is a grey shadow of reality. It is 

clear that performance in the flare la euch an area. The influence on 

pilot opinion of mevere htmospherio turbulence could be powerful. In a 

syetem with direct lift inputs; again flight experience is much more 

meaningful than simulator trials. 
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a. CONCLUSIONS 

a.1 The practical aepecta of a DLC eyetem suitable for e VC 10 or other 

large aircraft have been studied on a fixed baee simulator. The system 

“ae based on the uee of symmetrical wing spoilem to provide 

incremental lift. 

8.2 Although ecme impmvement in accuracy of control wee found both on 

the glide elope and In the lending flare with DLC. the degree of 

Improvement wee not as marked as theory might euggeat. Practical 

factors limit the extent to which this form of DLC may be used. These 

era: . 

I) the optimum elevator epoiler gearing ie dependent on c.g. position, 

Ii) the DIG must be d.c. blocked, because of authority limite, 

iii) the eyetem is sensitive to the ehort period dynamics of the 

aircraft. end to the epoiler actuator dynamics 

8.1 A similar degree of improvement ten be obtained by the use of the 

elevator alone, if en additimal d.c. blocked elevator signal ie added 

to the basic control (Manoeuvre Boost). 

8.4 The combination of DIE and MB provide6 a substantial improvement to 

the longitudinal hendling quelitlee. The NE inputs allow the practical 

limitations of DLC to be cverccme, and it 18 relatively easy to 

optimiee the longitudinal handling quelitiee ever e large range 

short period dynemice. Thus this system would eppear to be more 

euitable for very large aircraft then DIE alone. 
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a.5 A limit to the extent to which piloted control accuracy can be improved 

liee in the manner in which era-are are dieplayed to the pilot. Unleea 

suitable display eysteme are developed to take advantage of control 

improremente of this type, DIG ie likely to be more usefully employed 

a8 a seam of improving performance under automatic control. Not only 

are euitable feedback signals available in the autopilot, but aleo 

there la no need to provide ‘conventional’ control respanee, to 

eatiefy the pilot. 

8.6 The fixed base simulator results relating to the landing flare ten at 

beet be cldmed to show e trend. As ie ueuel In tests of thie type, 

ratee of sink at touchdovn are much higher then those measured in flight. 

It is eeeentlal ala0 to validate the results obtained In the Bimulator 

under turbulent condltione, to see if any overcontrolling tendency might 

appear. Thus the c~lle for in-flight triala of DIE is very strong. 

a.7 Certain recommendations emerge relating to night trial.% 

I) To allow a DLC + hB system to be evaluated in flight, It muet be 

poesible to inject electrical elgnele both to the spoilere and 

to the elevators (the latter via either en expanding link or 

series actuator). 

ii) The effect of eyatem changes can easily be maeked by other random 

factors. If perfoormence meaeure8 are required to eupplement 

pilot opinion, then close attention muet be given to the method 

of measurement, recording, and analysis. 
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iii) Flight time ie precious. It would mem to be eeeentiel that a 

ground based simulator pregremme ia ran concurrently with any 

flight test programme, to guide the flight progremme in the most 

rewarding direction. 

8.8 The preferred system, DLC + MB, ie not likely to be sensitive to 

aircraft configuration or speed changes. No adverse effect6 on epeed 

stability, stalling, or overshooting were apparent during the 

investigation, but these questions were looked at in a euperfioiallg 

way during the oouree of the main investigation. The performance 

trade-off whioh DLC gives, aa dietinct from the handling qualities 

improvement, ia still ao open question. 
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Table 1 

T!m c.g. 

BASIC A/C 

m ANO.ERRCElCC' NEAN ERROR NBAN NolxJLus STAND D'iXIATION 

PIIDT ZE El&'. ABIN. ELEV. AZIN. ELEV. AZM. ELJiV. AZIN 

0.458 -0.625 0.527 0.766 0.322 0.26 
A 0.401 0.855 0.772 0.855 0.213 0.1x 

-0.239 -0.163 0.239 0.755 0.029 0.7% 

11.5 2.33 0.35 -0.106 -0.489 0.88 0.653 0.946 0.261 
B -1.55 0.404 -0.932 0.932 0.985 0.184 

0.55 0.0% -0.372 
xt 

. 0.437 0.387 0.111 

-0.362 -0.153 0.362 0.017 
c 0.215 -0.323 0.441 0.198 xz 

-1.0% -0.213 l&96 0.205 o:os 

E 12.0 -0.33 
9.0 -1.33 

z5 0.298 0.672 
-0.404 0.779 

:g 0.672 '0.021 0.33 
. 0.779 0.w 0.397 

15.0 -0.13 0.830 -0.286 0.022 0.286 O.W7 0.151 
I 9.0 -0.968 2.306 -0.085 :z; 0.314 2% . 0.142 0.084 

10.0 $2 -0.620 -0.674 . 0.674 0.153 0.926 
5.0 . 0.7 -0.04 -0.005 0.178 

z51 
0.035 0.355 

6.0 0.03 1.45 0.338 0.978 0.338 0.978 0.013 
a 12.5 -0.59 1.05 0.733 0.019 i% 

6.0 -0.6 1.35 
z’d” 

. 

:g3 
l 

!.Y 
l 0.722 0.051 oh8 

0.0 0.73 
::;5 

2.173 0.086 2.173 0.181 0.426 0.069 
E 11.0 -0.03 -0.045 0.277 0.845 0.36 0.182 

6.0 -1.03 -1.0 -1.075 0.047 1.075 0.342 
EG 

0.185 



Table 2 

FdD c.g. 

D.L.C. 

AN&ERROR loo’ 

PIIOT g ELBV. 

N&IN EmoR MEAN MODULUS STAND DEVIATION 

AZM. ELEV. AZIH. ELSV. AZIN. B'LBV. ABIN. 

A 4.6 0.6 1.15 0.059 -0.712 0.208 0.828 0.077 0.492 
2.4 -0.53 0.85 -0.32 0.131 0.32 0.606 0.01 0.411 

11.5 1.56 1.25 0.564 0.224 0.424 0.474 0.231 
B 7.5 0.4 0.35 X~ 0.422 o.o92 0.064 

5.5 1.33 -0.4 
xi: 

. 
%: 

. o:335 0.681 0.185 0.127 

-1.47 1.15 0.288 -0.428 0.56 0.617 0.257 

C -1.23 -0.25 -0.177 0.018 0.34a 0.155 ::C$ -1.83 XI.25 0.025 -0.677 0.625 0.671 0.508 ii%: . 

E 6.2 -0.4 1.95 0.118 0.569 0.189 0.614 0.037 12.0 0 1.95 -0.09 0.091 0.105 0.476 0.01 s? . 

P 6.2 - - -0.146 0.168 0.175 0.185 0.027 0.024 
5.6 - - 0.261 0.331 0.334 0.548 o&75 0.391 

0 0 -1.28 0.51 -0.922 0.425 0.922 0.706 0.029 0.459 
a.5 -0.73 0.35 -0.227 0.154 0.229 0.387 0.027 0.1% 

a.5 -1.0 1.75 -0.71 -0.111 0.71 0.678 0.02 0.689 
B ;:: -0.67 0.75 -0.077 -0.0% 0.166 0.127 0.W 0.027 

-0.75 0.75 -0.159 0.003 0.158 0.176 0.017 0.052 



FWD e.g. 
N.B. 

Table 3 

T/D ANQ. ERROR 100 MEAN ERROR MEAN MODULUS STAND DEVIATION 
SINK 

Pm3T RATE EUX. AZIN. ELFA'. AZIM. ELEV. AZIN. ELEV. AZM. 

11.9 -0.67 0.7 0.124 -0.176 0.212 0.4c7 0.058 0.185 
B 97': -0.87 0.8 0.041 -0.023 0.299 0.189 0.11 0.065 

. 0.6 -1.05 -0.174 -0.481 0.244 0.481 0.073 0.035 

10.6 -1.13 1.45 -1.351 -0.48 0.831 0.119 0.73 
C 12.0 -j.;; -0.45 -1.68 -0.269 :*zz 0.269 0.03 0.015 

5.0 . 0.71 0.377 0.352 0:377 0.461 0.054 0.218 

9.0 -1.8 0.95 0.399 -0.078 0.642 0.51 
B 15.0 -2.2 0.6 -0.395 0.132 0.413 0.557 zz :1z 

6.0 -1.93 1.6 -0.586 -0.03 -0.5'36 0.402 0:1x 0:274 

D.L.C. + M.B. 
T/o ANci. ERROR loo' MEAN ERROR MEAN MODULUS STAND DEVIATION 
SINK PILOT RATE ELEV. AZIM. ELEV. AZIM. ELWI. AZIM. KLEV. AZIM. 

&I Z:$ x5 -0.178 1.04 0.178 1.04 0.005 0.045 
A 

&a5 
0.152 1.776 0.258 1.776 0.062 0.06 

1.7 -1.4 -0.415 -0.4 0.415 0.405 0.074 0.198 

2: 
-0.67 1.4 0.312 -0.781 0.372 0.932 0.057 0.385 

0 -2.6 -0.1 -1.172 -0.369 1.172 -0.393 0.077 
9.5 -2.13 0.85 -0.627 -0.11 0.627 0.257 

::&a 
0.117 

E ;:"4 -0.33 2.05 -0.144 l.ogg 0.177 1.161 0.031 0.712 
-&7? 0.15 -0.221 0.246 0.224 0.311 0.039 0.062 

-0.05 -0.283 0.998 0.498 2.061 0.25 
F 0.007 -0.193 0.539 0.277 0.555 0.065 

6.5 - - -0.277 0.371 0.3$7 0.564 0.09 0.249 
5.6 0.5 -0.05 0.185 0.164 0.185 0.267 0.015 0.116 

-0.93 1.5 -0.277 1.319 0.028 0.027 
a 1:; 0.029 0.2~6 

6.0 -0.9 0.105 0.528 0.015 0.362 

E 2:: 
-1.1 1.8 0.051 0.629 0.277 0.177 
-0.67 0.95 -2% 

5.0 -1.9 0.6 -0:484 
z:g2 0.277 0.223 FZ6' 0.089 

0.487 0.953 0:236 0.89 



Table 4 

AFT c.g. 

BASIC A/C 

T/D ANG.EtfXiOR 100 MEAN ERROR HEAN MODULUS STAND DEVIATION 
SINK 

'ILOT RATE ELM. AZIH. JZLKV. AZIM. FLEV. AZIM. ELEV. AZIM. 

-1.03 1.7 -0.023 0.01 0.522 0.063 
A -1.27 x5 -0.516 -0.09 0.353 0.049 y22 . 

5.5 -0.23 . -0.034 0.339 0.47 0.051 0.226 

10.4 0.8 2.25 0.158 0.481 0.205 0.489 0.072 0.331 
B 8.5 0.03 1.95 0.219 0.378 0.219 0.49 0.011 0.231 

11.4 -0.73 1.25 0.313 0.335 0.447 0.559 0.27 0.337 

11.0 -0.03 0.95 0.728 0.92 0.92 0.197 0.016 
D 14.5 -0.13 1.5 0.038 

6.0 0.2 1.45 0.187 
2g9 z% . 0.569 0.107 0.247 

. 0.274 0.51 0.057 0.237 

E 11.5 -0.43 0.75 -0.357 0.344 0.357 0.344 0.052 0.068 

11.6 -0.4 

;:; . -0.83 -0.23 0.6 

:::5 -0.7 0.618 0.622 0.152 

0.15 1.3 -0.273 -0.3 0.004 0.119 0.102 0.058 0.302 0.259 0.312 x: 0.033 0.042 0.088 

2:: 0.1 - 0.25 - -0.415 0.518 0.214 0.584 0.518 0.427 01266 0.748 0.057 0.23a 
15.7 - - 0.991 0.057 
16.3 - - 

Ez3 
. 0.247 0.452 

0.358 
0.133 
0.199 

z%' 
0:618 
0.281 
0.286 

9.4 -1.1 0.45 
x% . 

0.337 0.244 0.357 o.og5 0.08 
0 ;:05 -0.1 1.35 0.211 0.46 0.296 o.w9 0.108 

-0.67 1.3 -0.172 0.279 0.173 0.285 0.034 0.124 

16.0 2.1 4.9 -0.349 0.486 0.645 0.941 0.394 2.w 

A 3.5 -1.7 -1.45 2-G" 0.113 0.369 0.51 0.23 17.0 -2.6 -0.75 . 0.613 0.62 0.731 0.263 2'3 . 

I 10.0 - - 1.358 0.316 1.426 0.96 0.479 1.187 
7.5 - - -0.s75 -0.198 0.691 0.507 0.61 0.324 

;:; 
-1.97 3.45 -0.824 0.426 0.824 0.944 0.115 I.541 

J 0.33 3.9 %P 0.555 0.728 0.599 0.613 0.945 
12.0 0.33 3.8 . 0.385 0.871 o.s79 0.211 0.854 



Table 5 

APT. e.g. 

D.L.C. 

ANG. ERROR loo' HEAN ERmR 

PILOT F$ ELFX. AZIM. ELZV. 
MEAN HODULUS STAND DEVIATION 

AZM. EU'V. AZIN. iTLEV. AZIN. 

2.0 -1.57 0.75 -0.597 1.092 1.092 0.143 0.086 
A 3.0 3' -z -x2 -0.389 zz; 0.495 0.028 0.143 0 . . . -0.068 0:165 0.251 0.03 0.076 

2: 
-0.13 1.1 -0.331 0.057 0.067 0.168 

B 
,514 

27 0.7 -0.261 0.161 
1.65 0.124 

zi 
. 0.399 

;.;g 
. 0.248 

22 
0.33 1.7 0.069 0.2% 0.364 0.46 0.151 0.33 

D 
6:6 

-0.13 1.35 -0.092 0.263 
-0.3 1.25 0.161 0.245 

g.;"85 0.375 0.026 0.181 
. 0.379 0.016 0.196 

2 
-0.67 0.45 -0.082 0.3991 0.369 0.393 0.163 0.083 

E -0.43 1.65 0.046 0.186 0.15 
8.5 -0.83 0.7 -0.0% 0.576 0.188 

::;76 0.034 0.681 
0.055 0.101 

4.2 -0.57 0.4 0.602 -0.13 0.64 0.118 0.531 
F -0.223 0.848 p5& l o.ow 0.462 

0.112 -0.065 
xi 

. 0.694 0.021 0.666 

4.0 -1.01 I.% 0.141 0.447 0.327 0.447 0.119 0.061 
0 2.0 -0.47 0.05 0.187 0.913 0.304 0.913 0.201 

2.0 -0.83 1.6 0.076 0.594 0.267 0.595 
E: 

. 0.207 

z:; 
-2.63 2.05 -0.797 0.085 0.797 0.441 0.26 0.391 

II -1.7 0.15 2:;: 0.058 0.394 0.398 0.125 0.275 
9.0 -0.23 0.15 . -0.116 0.177 0.39 0.014 0.182 

I 5.5 - - -1.282 -0.606 I.282 ?% 0.441 2.5 - - -0.973 -0.461 1.075 . l.jol z% . 

9.9 -1.3 2.15 
2% 

0.122 0.693 0.434 0.076 0.407 
J 11.7 -0.34 1.77 

8.2 -1.77 2.86 -0:4,5 
0.262 0.078 0.357 0.01 0.18 
0.355 0.522 0.596 0.292 0.982 



Table 6 

AFT c.g. 

D.L.C. + M.B. 

T/D ANQ. ERROR loo' MEAN ERROR MEAN MODULUS STAND DEVIATION 
SINK 

'ILoT RATE ZLEV. AZIU. ELEV. AZIM. ELEV. AZIM. ELZV. AZIM. 

4.2 -0.5 1.35 -0.191 0.083 0.205 0.267 0.021 0.159 
A 4.2 -0.87 0.4 -0.4 -0.935 0.4 0.961 0.01 0.152 

3.9 -0.77 1.0 -0.178 -0.373 0.181 0.888 0.031 0.791 

9.1 -1.3 1.65 -0.061 0.008 0.228 0.383 0.1 0.228 
B El -0.87 1.25 0.135 -0.014 0.37 0.352 0.093 0.223 

-1.82 0.71 -0.15 0.515 0.342 0.515 0.23 0.087 

452 

-0.67 1.1 -0.305 0.253 0.389 0.472 0.163 0.29 

D -0.53 0.85 -0.355 -0.208 0.355 0.475 0.038 5.6 -0.23 0.95 -0.102 0.27 0.109 0.292 0.005 EC7 

5.0 -1.2 0.05 -0.167 0.328 0.16 0.277 
E 2.0 -1.6 0.35 -0.589 x3 Z-2: 0.085 0.075 

0 -0.47 0.85 -0.54 0:51 
:z 

. 0:649 0.017 0.279 

2; 
0.6 

-0.23 
7.5 -0.3j 

F 2.1 -0.03 

43:i -0.5 -0.6 

::; : 

6.0 -1.02 
cl ::: -1.0 

-0.33 

-1.2 0.241 
0.95 0.33 
1.0 -0.322 
1.1 0.125 
1.0 0.463 
1.8 -0.146 

0.221 
-0.03 

i%: . 0.323 0.453 
0.219 0.322 
0.47 0.2% 

0.14 0.448 i%' 
0.342 0:227 
0.066 0.169 

0.411 0.11 0.184 
0.203 0.226 0.076 
0.27 0.011 0.066 
0.478 0.073 0.1% 
0.481 0.109 0.273 
0.58 0.04 0.278 
0.409 0.018 0.212 
0.38 0.035 0.279 

0.36 -0.177 
1.95 

"o'T$ 0.35 . 

0.186 0.m 0.42 0.044 0.207 
-0.603 0.762 0.927 2.0% 0.571 

0.387 0.218 0.387 0.021 0.004 

-1.7 -0.35 -0.308 -0.506 0.312 0.131 0.149 
H -2.6 0.45 -y3; -0.59 0.687 :zz . 0.237 0.14 

8.7 -1.3 -0.2 . -0.121 0.182 0.32 0.075 0.133 

-0.51 0.026 0.583 0.559 0.9Q5 0.379 
I t:; z : -1.225 0.079 1.225 0.56 0.445 

1.8 - - -0.661 0.527 0.674 0.586 
::gzT 

0.153 



AFT C.S. 

H.B. 

T/a ANO. ERROR loo HSAN ERROR HEAN MODULDS STAND DEVIATION 
SINK 

p- RATE ELEV. AZIN. ELJV. AZM. ELEV. AZM. EZLEV. AZM. 

;:: 
-0.5 -0.25 -0.082 -1.048 0.109 1.048 0.01 0.061 

A 0.6 1.55 0.629 0.28 0.629 0.764 0.015 0.658 
5.5 -0.6 0.9 -0.279 0.071 0.279 0.139 0.013 0.022 

0.237 0.417 0.448 0.033 0.206 
B -0.37 0.283 0.406 0.101 0.071 

0.464 0.215 0.544 0.047 0.363 

-0.495 0.396 
yg . 

0.511 0.025 0.281 
D -0.101 0.136 0.272 

0.315 0.406 0.315 
:tz 

. 
Ez 

. 0.307 

6.4 -0.37 -0.05 0.242 0.242 0.29 0.475 0.038 0.411 

Z 
1.13 -0.85 -0.013 0.074 0.444 0.603 0.279 0.598 

F -0.87 1.65 0 0.661 0.303 0.661 0.129 0.123 
7.0 0.03 1.05 

85:: -‘& -1.1 -x5 . 

%2 0.305 0.394 0.723 0.028 0.587 

-01287 -0.29 0.127 0.649 0.387 0.321 0.393 0.175 0.137 0.139 0.112 

2.2 -0.73 1.6 0.261 0.625 0.49 0.638 0.211 0.131 
a 0 -0.73 1.35 -0.068 0.991 0.233 0.991 0.08 0.054 

2.2 -0.77 0.45 -0.0% 0.3 0.147 0.3 0.032 0.025 

14.0 -2.27 -0.25 -0.325 0.506 0.51 0.224 0.265 
H 12.0 -2.07 1.75 ~:~ 0.007 0.379 0.49 0.355 

1.8 -2.6 0.75 -0.75 -0.263 0.75 0.534 
z% 

. 0.321 

16.6 1.26 3.1 1.386 -0.392 1.386 0.678 0.029 0.544 
3 16.8 0.03 4.85 0.736 1.*1 0.739 I.354 0.089 1.746 

4.0 -1.53 2.75 -0.541 0.226 0.541 0.357 0.054 0.457 





Appendix I 

I. Aircraft Conditiona 

weight 212,000 lbs. 

Flape: a&otable l&O, 30°, 20°, 0 

Unaeroarrlage aown, sl.at.9 out. 

Datum oonfiguration: i38.5 hota, flape 45O 

M. of I. in pitoh, I 
Y 

200 I ,06 lb it2 

Y. of I. in roll, Ix 60 x 10~ lb ft2 

Id. of I. in yaw, 1. 238 I. ,06 lb it2 

I *?a 11.3 lb ft2 

Wing area 2806 t-t2 

Mean chord ?I 20.0 ft 

fail arm 1, 6r.7 ft 

Spanb 140 ft. 

2. Longitudid aOrOaynemios 

CL - me fig. 3 

54 - me fig. 4 

'0 - 888 fig. 5 

“n = -0.453 % = -2.52 

% = -0.064 z l) = -0.171 

% = -0.171 =% = -0.472 



1 
!Thruat T = - . 80,000 % - lbs 

1 +s 
%.xX 

Spoiler oharacteristlca (for DLC) 

C 1 6 
ACD = 0.0268 + 0.0165 CL= A 

6 
‘we 

1 b 
ACL = -0.3 - O.Oib aB 8 

B 
%o 

1 
6 

AC, = -0.0256 + 0.0246 CL A 
6 

%J- 

3. ?.&eral derivatives 

= -0.388 

_ +O.iOE 

x -0.08 

= -0.123 

= -0.19 

x -0.398 

= +0.28 

= +0.113 

= -0.075 

= +0.025 

I 0 

i -0.10 



SPollers (509 
c1 = -0.042 

C Y = -0.024 

53 = -0.004 

Controls 

x¶ximum tmve1a ai1erC.n f: 15O 

elevator -21O to +12.y 

rudder -+ 13O 

spoilers 0 - 500 

Pcm?ea 

ailem/spoiler 20 lbs for full control 

elevator 2.2 lb&e& elevator 

rudaerpeaa1 120 lbs for Aill cantrcl 

4. Ground effects 

ML I (.I05 - .ooScg) (1 -a ) 
50 

&CD = c-.035 - .004a) (I - a > 

AC, = 0.192(CL - .95) (1 - 2 %I50 

fcrh < 5Oft. 

ffiL= &CD a bc,'o for h > 50 feet 

Dcriag the *nvestigation, bc, lSB haha, follmlng adverse pilot 

oolnments. 



5. Aerodynwnic and 04. DOSltiO,I8 

DAlm 

;_ 

FORWARD 
C.G. 

AFT 
C.G. 

Fomard 0.g. 

+ Al 

1.07 ml/se0 

0.54 

-27.5 de& 

+ .32 

-1.64 

- ,265 

60.5 

Aft 0.g. 

+ .23 

0.808 ma/se0 

0.72 

-15.5 a 

+ .I4 

- .72 

- .1r7 

34.0 

6. Wind Shear and Turbulence 

Wind shear effects were introduced as sn in0remnt.d forward speed term, 

aa a function of height. This fimtion is shown on figure 6. 

Mild turbulence was fed into all three tranaletional equations of motion. 



The oonventional Dryden Spectrum was wed to filter white noise. An 

r.m.8. led 0f zfth~~d was rep~oentea. 





Amendix 2 

l’he choice of nearin,? to the euoilere for direct lift control 

For a etep pitch control input ,, , initial g, "no 
2w rl 

where K 
? 

I control lift moment arm -g 

x - distance of aerodynamic centre 

of control lift behind the 

aerodynamio centre of aircraft. 

For a conventional elevator, x P tail arm, lT. 

Now assume that the normal acceleration resulte from the combination 

of tw such controls, ,, and &8 , which are geared together! 6 
B 



/ 

/ t 
/ 

In the *iad' DLC system, An, = hw 

. 
. . 

cLs 
CL GCL % 

6l3 B 1 



For VC IO spoilers, KS = -.02. It is north noting that Ka ie 
B I) 

only ai&flosnt when its magnitude Is aomparable to that of the 

manoBuvFe mtlrgin. In other worda, minor uncertainties about the 

position of the spoiler lift do not awnpromise the design of a DLC 

system. 

Applying the VC IO data at 138 hota, full flap, f0rwn-d o.&, 

G = Al1 (i + %) 
-- 

-172 (1 +> 

= -8.9 









Ae 312 
FIG. I. 

,nr RESPONSES TO STEP ELEVATOR INPUT. 

FI 6. I (a) FIO I(b) 

BASIC AIRCRAFT. DL.C AT AEROBYNAMIC 
CENTRE. 

Fib I (e) FIG I (A) 

t SECS. t sscs. 

DLC.AT H~;,,,.~ EFFECT OF d.C. BLOCKINQ 

o~c.+ GEARED ELEVATOR. 

t SECS 

EFFECT OF POWER CONTROL MANOEUVRE BOOST 
LAG ON (Al. 

FIG. I (j) 

3 

t SECS 

COHBlNEb D.L.C AND 
MANOEUVRE BOOST. 



ELEVATOR AND SPOILER CONTROL BLOCK DIAGRAM 

I) I 

1 I 11 P.C. LAb = 0.2 Sac. 



V.C. IO LIFT CURVE. 
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Ae 312 
FIG. 3 
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MC. IO Cm v oc FOR 3 FLAP POSITIONS, 

Ae 312 
FIG 4 
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A e 312 
FIG. 5 

VC IO DRAG CURVE 

CD FOR 45. FLAP BASED ON CD- 0 It + 0.048 CL’ 

GRAPH FOR 0’ FLAP BASED ON AC, DUE TO FLAP-O.08 
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Ac.312 
FIG.6 

SIMULATED WIND SHEAR CURVE 
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Aa 312 
.I FIG. 7. 

v*c 10 CLTI,n Vdce CURVE SHOWING TRIM SPEEDS. 

W* 2l2,000 LB 

I20 KTS ---- ---- 
-/----- 1.5 

135.5 KTS. ___----. 
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180 
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20 
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90 
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BASIC 
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Ae 312 
FIG. 8 
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120 KTS. 45’ CLAP, 

- BASIC 
-- D L.C 
----- D.L.C. + M.B. 

A8 312 
Fl G. 9. 

AFT C.3 

SPOILER ANaLE $2 

SECS SCCS 

PITCH RATE 1 

NORMAL 3 



160 KTS. JO’FLAP. 
AG 312 
FIG. IO. 
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138.5 KTS. 45’FLAP, 

GEARING x 2 
FIG. I I. 
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Ae 312 
FIG. 12. 

90 AZIMUTH AND 
ELEVATION ERRORS 

GATES 
2.0, 

, I l0,000’ $ so,ooo’ 
RANGE ERROR 

‘IOU ON DOWN RANGE 
TOUCH DOWN. 

TYPICAL COMPUTER PRINT-OUT OF RESULTS 

RUN No.4. 

T/D. RANGE = -1001.5 

RANGE ERROR AT 50FT. 

R4NGE ERROR AT IOOFT. 

ANG ERRORS AT 5OFT. 

AN&. ERRORS AT IOOFT. 

MEAN ERROR 
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AZIMUTH. - 0.428 

90 

T/b SINK R4TE m 3.514 

-1066s3 

-1ose~7 
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ELEV. - I.47 A’IIM. 1.12. 
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0.61 1 a*251 



Au312 
FIG I3 

HISTOGRAM OF MEAN ERROR & MEAN MODULUS IN ELEVATION 

FW 0. C.G. 

MIAN ERROR, 
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Ae312 
HISTOGRAM OF MEAN ERROR 6 MEAN MODULUS IN ELEVATION 

AFT C.G. FIGaIr 
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Ae312 
FIG. 15 

HISTOGRAM OF STANDARD DEVIATION IN ELEVATION 
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FIG 16 

HISTOGRAM OF STANDARD DEVIATION IN ELEVATION 
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Ae312 
HISTOGRAM OF SINK RATE ON TOUCHDOWN FIG. 17 
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HISTOGRAM OF SINK RATE ON TOUCHDOWN F,G ,8 
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Ac 312 
FIG I9 

SINK RATE PROBABILITY CURVE 

FWD CG. 
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